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Compact A4 colour MFPs to increase your productivity

Top performance, outstanding reliability, high productivity … and exceptional value for money. That’s what
you get with the MP C401SP / MP C401SRSP Ricoh’s compact A4 colour multifunctionals. But that’s not 
all. You also get consistently high quality results, superior image quality and efficient finishing capabilities. 
Plus simple, intuitive operation, a low environmental impact, and a choice of two configurations. 

The MP C401SP / MP C401SRSP are therefore the obvious choice for offices where productivity, workflow, 
quality and cost-efficiency are high on the priority list.

• Time-saving: fast printing at 40 cpm

• Affordable: reduction of total costs

• Easy to use: large operating panel

• Highly versatile: compact internal finisher

• Long-lasting: long duty cycle



Highly productive and durable

The incredible speed and performance of the 
MP C401SP / MP C401SRSP mean that you no 
longer have to wait for your printouts. After 
warming up, the first B/W print is available 
only 6.7 seconds later (colour in 8.3 seconds). 
These devices then zoom along at a busy 40 
pages per minute. They are also exceptionally
durable, built to withstand a long lifetime of 
heavy-duty use. Typical lifecycles are high, and 
the ARDF is solidly built for high reliability.

Advanced functionality to improve
your workflow

Save time looking for documents by using the 
Searchable PDF function. You can even search 
for a document via a single word that appears 
in the text. Save paper and time by copying 
both sides of an ID card onto one side of pa-
per with ID Card Copy. Utilise XPS media print 
to print documents based on Microsoft’s new 
XML format directly from a USB slot or PC – 
without a driver.

Environmentally responsible

Overall energy consumption of the MP 
C401SP / MP C401SRSP is as low as possible 
to reduce environmental impact and your en-
ergy costs. Machines can spend up to 50% of 
their life in sleep mode, so power  
consumption during sleep mode has been cut 
to an all-time low. The power on/off setting 
further  optimises electricity consumption. 
These MFPs print in duplex mode by default to 
save paper indicators on the operating panel 
can show you how much paper you are 
saving.

Easy to operate

The large 9 - inch display is familiar and 
easy to use. Another feature to improve 
userbility is external USB keyboard support 
which enables easier and smoother typing.



Full colour: 8.3 seconds

B/W: 6.7 seconds

Enhanced security HDD option.
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